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Handwara and Kupwara mandis to be 

functional round the year:Mahajan 

 

Kupwarar: Director Horticulture Planning and Marketing 

Department Vishesh Mahajan on a tour of Kupwara visited 

Fruit and Vegetable Market Handwara and Kupwara to review 

the departmental activities and other developmental works 

going on in the Mandis of the district. Among others Director 

was accompanied by the officials from Engineer wing 

Horticulture, Deputy Director, and other officials. 

During the review meetings, the Director Horticulture (P&M) 

instructed officials to take action against all those allottees 



 
who are not complying with the provisions of lease deed in 

Kupwara and Handwara mandis. 

He further instructed the officials to ensure that both the 

Mandis, which are working partially till now, are made fully 

operational before 31st of July. He directed that all the shop 

allottees in this direction should be contacted for the purpose 

and asked to comply within time period. He asked the officials 

to make allotees who have not constructed their shops yet to 

do so immediately. 

He further instructed that all the allotees /shopkeepers should 

be pursued to conduct their business activity from the mandi 

and if any allotee fails to do so, then all such failing in 

compliance should be served notices immediately. 

Director Horticulture (P&M) during his interaction with the 

stakeholder asked them to make both Kupwara and Handwara 

Mandis functional round the year. 

 At Handwara Mandi, Director Horticulture (P&M) reviewed  

and inspected the ongoing  macdamisation work being carried 

out by the engineering wing. He asked the engineering wing to 

ensure timelines in execution and maintenance of quality in 

development works.  

At both the Mandis, the Director Horticulture (P&M) had 

detailed discussion with all stakeholders wherein a number of 

issues were raised by the fruit Association members during 

their interaction. 



 
At Handwara, the Director assured the Fruit Association who 

asked for a provision of canteen in the Mandi that the same 

would be   constructed in the Mandi this very season. 

The Fruit Association members at both the Mandis thanked 

the Director Horticulture (P&M) for the visit and also for the 

resolution of some of the issues raised during the interaction. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

AMO SOPORE 
 

Vista Bella variety of apple from Nadihal Rafiabad at 

F&V Market Sopore..

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

AMO GANDERBAL 
Such kiosks on the highways justifies the establishment of 

farmer markets

 

 



 

 
AMO SHOPIAN 

Ongoing construction work of administrative block 

 



 

AMO ANANTNAG 
Visited Panchayat halqa Shehlipora . panchayat members / 

progressive growers were informed about the schemes of 

the Department and other activities related to post harvest 

management of fruits . A filed visit was also carried out in 

the shehlipora halqa and the inputs were received from the 

growers of the area. 

 

 
 



 

Work in progress. Adm block F&V Market Jablipora. 

 
AMO DODA 

 



 

AGMO BISHNAH 
Visited Dayal Manufacturing Unit. Procures mangoes 

from local growers for mango pickle.  

 
Visited  processing  unit sungrace foods at BArnai. UNIT 

PROCURES mango litchi from local growers for making of 

juices under brand name crystal. 

 



 

AMO PULWAMA  
Meeting with dealers of garlic Rajpora at NH44

 
Visited to Gudoora village .Awareness regarding various 

schemes of the department, ethical grading and packing of 

fruits and direct marketing through e NAM portal were 

discussed with the growers and other Panchayat members. 

 

 



 

 
MO SRINAGAR 

Inspection  of Dewatering pump station in 

Fruit and Vegetable Market parimpora 

 



 

AMO BANDIPORE 

 



 

AMO KULGAM 

Fensing work under way to ultimately secure 

our assets 

 
 



 

 

 

 (Vishesh Mahajan,JKAS) 

Director 

  Horticulture (P&M) 

 
 

 

   
 


